PACS. 42.50.Gy -Effects of atomic coherence on propagation, absorption, and amplification of light; electromagnetically induced transparency and absorption. PACS. 32.10.Fn -Fine and hyperfine structure. PACS. 39.30.+w -Spectroscopic techniques.
Coherent control in three-level systems has become a useful tool for controlling the absorption properties of a probe beam. Such techniques have played an important role in high-resolution spectroscopy experiments. For example, in Λ-type systems, the control beam can create subnatural linewidth for probe absorption by suppressing the spontaneous-emission rate [1, 2] . We have used this feature, along with the properties of the dressed states created by the control laser, to develop a new technique for hyperfine spectroscopy [3] . In ladder systems, a control laser on resonance can render the medium transparent to the probe laser, in a phenomenon called electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [4] . We have again used this phenomenon for high-resolution hyperfine spectroscopy of excited states [5] . Finally, in V systems, we have adapted a technique for Doppler-free spectroscopy [6] to develop a new version of "saturation" spectroscopy using co-propagating beams [7] . The technique has several advantages for spectroscopy of closely spaced hyperfine levels [8] .
In this paper, we demonstrate how this technique of coherent control in V systems is uniquely suited for high-precision hyperfine measurements. We apply it to the D 2 line of 133 Cs, and demonstrate a precision of 6 kHz in the measurement of hyperfine intervals in the 6P 3/2 state. Hyperfine measurements are important because the comparison between theoretical and experimental determinations of hyperfine structure provides one of the most stringent tests of atomic structure calculations in the vicinity of the nucleus. They are particularly important 133 Cs. The figure shows the hyperfine levels in the D2 line that can be used to form the three-level system. The selection rule for dipole transitions is ∆F = 0, ±1. in heavy alkali atoms such as Cs because atomic calculations are needed to properly interpret the results of parity nonconservation measurements.
The measurement is further motivated by two other considerations. The first is to theoretically model the observed spectrum in order to ensure that there are no unaccounted mechanisms affecting its lineshape. This is important in Cs because the peaks can get distorted and even reverse sign in usual saturation spectroscopy, due to the effect of pump power or a small magnetic field [9] . The second motivation is that there have been two high-precision measurements on this state in recent years. The earlier measurement reported a value of 251.000(20) MHz for the largest interval [10] , whereas the more recent measurement obtained a value of 251.0916(20) MHz for the same interval [11] . Thus the interval has changed by 4.6σ (combined), suggesting that at least one of the error bars is underestimated. Our result (with intermediate precision) appears to be more consistent with the earlier value.
The relevant energy levels in the D 2 line of 133 Cs used to form a V system are shown in fig. 1 . The lower level |1 is one of the two hyperfine levels in the 6S 1/2 ground state (F = 3 and 4). The upper levels |2 and |3 are any two of the four hyperfine levels in the 6P 3/2 excited state (F = 2, 3, 4, and 5) which couple to the ground level according to the selection rule ∆F = 0, ±1. The control laser drives the |1 ↔ |3 transition with Rabi frequency Ω c and detuning ∆ c . The weak probe laser measures the absorption on the |1 → |2 transition. The spontaneous decay rate Γ 21 = Γ 31 = Γ is 2π × 5.24 MHz.
The experimental schematic is shown in fig. 2 . The probe and control beams are derived from a single frequency-stabilized diode laser [12] operating at 852 nm. The linewidth of the laser is less than 500 kHz. The probe is locked to a given hyperfine transition using normal saturated-absorption spectroscopy in a Cs vapor cell. The room-temperature vapor cell has an atom density of ∼ 5 × 10 8 /cc and a magnetic shield [13] around it. The injection current into the diode laser is frequency modulated at f = 20 kHz to generate the error signal for locking. The control beam is derived by shifting the laser frequency to a neighboring hyperfine transition using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). Since the AOM frequency can be measured precisely, the frequency of the control (relative to the probe) is precisely calibrated. Double passing through the AOM ensures that the direction of the control does not change when the AOM frequency is scanned. The probe and control beams co-propagate through a second room-temperature Cs vapor cell where the coherent-control experiments are done. This cell has a special two-layer magnetic shield to reduce the stray field to below 1 mG. The two beams are chosen to have orthogonal linear polarizations so that they can be aligned to be perfectly co-propagating using polarizing beam-splitter cubes (PBS). In addition, the use of half-wave retardation plates in front of each PBS allows precise control of the power in each beam. The beam sizes (1/e 2 diameter) are 3.9 mm × 1.9 mm. Let us first consider the theoretical analysis of probe absorption in a V system in the presence of the control laser. In the weak probe limit, the absorption of the probe is proportional to Im(ρ 12 ), where ρ 12 is the induced polarization on the |1 ↔ |2 transition coupled by the probe laser. From the density-matrix equations, the steady-state value of ρ 12 is given by [14] 
where Ω p is the probe Rabi frequency and ∆ p is the probe detuning. The calculated probe spectrum for ∆ p = 0 and Ω c = 100 kHz is shown in fig. 3 . There is a clear transparency peak at line center. The suppression of probe absorption is due to the quantum coherences created by the control laser, which is just another form of EIT. Note that, in contrast to usual EIT experiments, it is the detuning of the control that is scanned and not that of the probe. The transparency peak has a Lorentzian lineshape with a linewidth exactly equal to the natural linewidth, as expected from the decoherence rate of Γ. However, the above analysis is correct only for a stationary atom (T = 0). In room-temperature vapor, we have to account for the thermal velocity distribution. For an atom moving with a velocity v in the same (opposite) direction as the beams, the probe and control detuning decrease (increase) by v/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the transition. However, since the probe beam is locked on resonance, it addresses only the zero-velocity atoms and one expects that the thermally averaged spectrum will still be essentially Doppler free. This is seen in fig. 3 , where we also plot the thermally averaged spectrum at T = 298 K. The linewidth increases only slightly (from 5.24 MHz to 8 MHz), which is still much smaller than the Doppler width of 380 MHz.
An experimental spectrum with the probe locked to the F = 4 → 5 transition and the control scanning across the F = 4 → 4 transition is shown in fig. 4 . The probe power is 12 µW and the control power is 18 µW. Also shown in the figure is the fit to this spectrum using the thermally averaged curve from eq. (1), with the control Rabi frequency as the only fit parameter. The theoretical curve fits the spectrum very well and the best fit is obtained with Ω c = 2.74 MHz. The calculated value of the Rabi frequency at the center of the Gaussian beam is 2.86 MHz, thus the fit value appears reasonable. This also shows that there are no other broadening mechanisms such as collisions or stray fields. We have further verified that at higher control powers up to 50 µW, though there is an increase in linewidth due to power broadening, there is no distortion of the symmetry of the lineshape. This is one of the important advantages of coherent-control spectroscopy over normal saturation spectroscopy [9] .
Since the scan axis of the control beam is calibrated by the AOM frequency, the probe spectrum can be readily used to measure the hyperfine interval. The diode-current modulation used for locking the probe also modulates the control frequency. The error signal from this is fed back to lock the frequency of the AOM in the path of the control beam. Since the probe and control are on neighboring hyperfine transitions, the AOM frequency directly gives the value of the hyperfine interval [15] .
An important advantage of the coherent-control technique for hyperfine measurements is that the measured interval is completely insensitive to any detuning of the probe laser. Let us consider that the probe laser is systematically offset from resonance, i.e. ∆ p = 0. This simply means that the probe beam is in resonance with a non-zero velocity group. Since the pump beam co-propagates with the control beam, the transparency peak in fig. 4 will now appear when the control beam is resonant with the same velocity group. Therefore, the location of the peak will shift in terms of the absolute laser frequency, but the AOM offset (from the probe frequency) needed to bring the control into resonance will remain the same. Hence the measured interval as determined by the AOM frequency will be unaffected.
We now turn to a brief analysis of the different sources of error in the measurement. The primary sources of statistical error are the fluctuations in the lock point of the probe and the AOM. To minimize these errors, we use an integration time of 10 s in the frequency counter during each measurement of the AOM frequency. Then we take an average of 35-40 measurements for a given transition, and repeat the set several times. This results in an overall statistical error of less than 2 kHz in each value. The timebase in the frequency counter has a stability of better than 10 −6 , which translates to a negligible error of 0.1 kHz in the frequency measurement.
Systematic errors can occur if there are systematic shifts in the lock-points of the probe beam and the AOM. For the probe beam, we distinguish between two kinds of shifts: shifts of the atomic resonance itself such as due to background collisions, and shifts of the probe frequency from resonance such as might arise due to phase shifts in the feedback loop. As discussed earlier, the second kind of shift (probe detuning) will not affect our measurement of the interval at all. Hence, we consider the following sources of errors. i) Radiation pressure effects. Radiation pressure causes velocity redistribution of the atoms in the vapor cell. In the usual counter-propagating pump-probe configuration, the opposite Doppler shifts can result in inversion of hyperfine peaks or distortion of their Lorentzian lineshape [9] . However, in the co-propagating geometry used in this work, the Doppler shifts will be the same for both beams and will not affect the hyperfine interval.
ii) Line shifts from stray magnetic fields in the vicinity of the cells. The primary effect of a magnetic field is to split the Zeeman sublevels and broaden the line without affecting the line center. However, line shifts can occur if there is optical pumping into Zeeman sublevels. For a transition |F, m F → |F , m F , the systematic shift of the line center is
where µ B = 1.4 MHz/G is the Bohr magneton, g's denote the Landé g factors of the two levels, and B is the magnetic field. The selection rule for dipole transitions is ∆m = 0, ±1, depending on the direction of the magnetic field and the polarization of the light. Thus, if the beams are perfectly linearly polarized, there will be no asymmetric driving and the line center is unaffected. The use of a polarizing beam-splitter cube to mix the beams ensures near-perfect linear polarization. We further minimize these effects by using a two-layer magnetic shield around the cell to reduce the stray field to below 1 mG. Note that magnetic-field shifts in the cell used to lock the probe are again unimportant since they will contribute to an overall detuning of the probe beam. We have verified this by repeating the measurements without the magnetic shield around the first cell, and find no significant difference.
iii) Shift in the AOM lock point due to phase shifts in the feedback loop. We check for this error by using two AOMs. The first AOM is placed in the path of the probe beam, and produces a known frequency offset when the laser is locked to a given hyperfine transition. The second AOM (placed as usual in the path of the control beam) is now locked to the same hyperfine transition. Since the probe and control beams couple to the same excited level, the peak is due to saturation effects and not EIT. Under these conditions, the second AOM should lock to the frequency of the first AOM, with any error arising solely due to phase shift errors. We find that the second AOM tracks the frequency of the first AOM to within 1 kHz. iv) Shifts due to collisions. Note that collisional shifts will be the same for different hyperfine transitions, and should cancel in a difference-frequency measurement. We further check for this error by repeating the measurements with a heated vapor cell. An increase to 45
• C increases the Cs density by a factor of 5, and we find that the measured values remain the same to within a few kHz.
As mentioned in point ii) above, the line can be shifted if there is asymmetric pumping into the Zeeman sublevels in the presence of residual magnetic fields. To check for this error, we repeat the measurements at different values of control power. Optical-pumping effects will generally increase with increase in control power. This is also a check on item i) because radiation pressure effects will increase with power. The estimated size of the various sources of systematic error are listed in table I.
The results for measurements of the three intervals in the 6P 3/2 state are given in table II. Each value has a statistical error of less than 1.5 kHz. To check for long-term errors, the measurements were repeated over several days after complete realignment. Optical-pumping effects were checked by measuring intervals at three values of control power. Also listed in the table is the size of the maximum Zeeman shift for each interval using a residual field of 1 mG, which gives the scale for the expected variation with power.
The most important thing to note is that the measurements at the three powers are consistent with each other. This means that optical-pumping effects are negligible at our level of precision, even when the pump power is increased by a factor of two or more. Note that increasing the pump power also increases the height of the peaks in the spectrum, their linewidth, and the overall signal-to-noise ratio. The consistency of the values shows that there are no unknown systematic errors related to these parameters.
The average values of the hyperfine intervals are given in table III. The quoted error of 6 kHz is the total error in each value, obtained by adding in quadrature the systematic errors in table I and a statistical error of 1.5 kHz. All the values lie within 4 kHz (0.75σ) of the average values, suggesting that our error estimate is reasonable. For comparison, we also show the results from earlier work in refs. [10] and [11] . Between these references, there is a clear discrepancy of 4.5σ in the first interval and a smaller difference of 2.4σ in the next interval. Our value is consistent with the earlier result at the 1.5σ level, but inconsistent with the more recent value at the 9σ level. Again for the next interval, our result agrees very well with the earlier work but disagrees with the recent value at the 3.5σ level. Only the value for the smallest interval is consistent among all the three measurements.
The two earlier experiments were both done using Cs atomic beams. The main advantages of a cell experiment over a beam are: i) We are completely insensitive to the first-order Doppler effect. Even if there were a small misalignment angle between the control and probe beams, this would result in a broadening of the line and not a shift. In a beam experiment, any deviation from perpendicularity of the atomic beam from the laser beam would result in a Doppler shift. A similar argument holds for radiation-pressure effects. ii) The cell can be magnetically shielded much better than a beam. Our residual field with the two-layer shield is 1 mG, while the residual field in ref. [11] is at least 10 times larger. This could lead to correspondingly larger Zeeman shifts. The three measured intervals can be used to obtain the values of the magnetic-dipole coupling constant A, the electric-quadrupole constant B, and a possible magnetic-octupole constant C in the 6P 3/2 state. These values are also listed in table III, along with the values obtained in the earlier work. As expected, our values for A and B are more consistent with values from ref. [10] and non-overlapping with values from ref. [11] . The work in ref. [11] is stated to be the first observation of a nuclear magnetic-octupole moment. Our results are consistent with this observation, with a value of C of order 1 kHz at the 99% confidence level.
In summary, we have used a method of coherent control for high-resolution hyperfine spectroscopy on the 6P 3/2 state of 133 Cs. The observed probe spectrum is Doppler free, and the lineshape follows theoretical calculations. The spectrum is free of any distortions that are usually present in Cs saturation spectroscopy. An important advantage of this technique for hyperfine measurements is that the interval is independent of the detuning of the probe beam. The relative frequency shift between the probe and control beams is obtained by use of an AOM, so that the frequency-scan axis has absolute calibration. The AOM is then directly locked to the interval of interest. We demonstrate a precision of 6 kHz in the measurements. The technique should find wide applicability in the measurement of hyperfine structure in other three-level systems. * * * We thank Kanhaiya Pandey, Anshuman, and Praveen Ashok for help with the theoretical calculations and curve fitting. This work was supported by the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India. One of us (DD) acknowledges financial support from the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, India.
